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 Its spiral binding assures easy use while practicing and the hard cover raises durability. It contains over 650 photos and
multiple variations for each asana in the primary and intermediate series plus three short forms.Whether not used to
Ashtanga or a skilled student or instructor, readers will see this book to be invaluable.
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. Practical, simple, informative, realistic. At the end of the reserve, he also includes the entire and photographed series
in non-segmented and visual reference so that the reader can easily see the practice as a "colorful tapestry in
movement" and "mandala of motion.I do own David Swenson's Dvd and blu-ray, that was made in the early days of yoga
movies and, although an adjunct to the book, is not his finest teaching device.. This makes the publication very safe and
appropriate for beginners. Bought this publication for my yoga instructor training since it was recommended as the
"bible of Ashtanga yoga exercises" that i can confirm. Five Stars Great reference manual, lots of great information and
details/modifications for poses Hard Back again Binder is fine to use ! At the end of the book you can find short forms of
the principal series to suit those who may not have time and energy to dedicate a full 2 hours or even more to practicing
each day. This actually came in handy when I started teaching, as I just have a 75 minutes class which is not enough
time and energy to guide college students through the full main series.!If you are looking for a deeper analysis of all the
asanas, the vinyasa count and also some Ashtanga yoga philosophy, I would suggest checking out Gregor Maehle's
"Ashtanga Yoga: Practice & Philosophy" which breaks the postures down on an anatomical level and has an
comprehensive commentary/translation of the yoga sutras by Patanjali. Also Pattabi Jois' "Yoga exercise Mala" will
provide you with a deeper insight regarding the benefits of each posture as he discovered them from Krishnamacharya
and talks more about the therapeutic great things about each of the asanas."Through regulation of practice, the eight
limbs are nourished. My concern is that I don't remember the purchase of the postures and everything you need to focus
on when I practice by myself. In my view, it is the best book that to begin Ashtanga primary series, or even to expand
your understanding as you pursue the intermediate series.. And in addition less discouraging. There’re also 3 brief
sequences that you could find by the end of the book, they are very helpful when you’re short on time and need your
practice to be quick.Downsides: I want it was less large and came in color. Ideally there must be a Kindle version for
traveling and audio playlist for each position, to be able to practice on the run. At this time the book is overweight to
travel with. it's the best book from which to begin with Ashtanga primary series David's book was instrumental as We
went through Ashtanga Teacher Schooling. It offers the ideal expression of every asana, alongside modifications to make
it accessible for everyone. There are clear, step-by-step instructions to link motion to breath and describe the vinyasa
transitions. Perfect for beginner and practical for even a specialist. David's attitude is among inclusiveness, to help you
can make the practice your very own. This manual is ideal for the following factors:- It's a binder publication so pages
are easy to flip- Each placement in the series is normally demonstrated visually in a number of levels: the ultimate level
to aim for, and the "less complicated" levels to aim for if you're not there yet. THE Ashtanga reference document This is
the perfect reference book on Ashtanga Yoga exercise. Personally, I like to possess something documented as a spot of
reference. Like if you drop power and cannot Youtube classes, or cannot afford to go to any classes, bad weather, etc..e.
Irrespective of where you move or everything you do, you will be able to precisely study & practice Ashtanga with this
publication." He links Surya Namaskara A & He also includes tips and explanations. The authority on Ashtanga Practice
This spiral-bound and beautifully illustrated, explicitly explained and annotated instruction manual (but far, a lot more
than just an instructions) is hands-down the best and only book a practitioner needs on the beginning and intermediate
group of the Ashtanga practice.Although David Swenson was not accredited by Sri K Pattahbi Jois, it generally does not
affect his capability to teach personally or on the page. I got the pleasure of attending one of his workshops in his used
city of Austin, and his regard and humility toward each and every student--no matter their understanding (or lack
thereof) of Ashtanga, was an purchase that remains with me and my adherence to this book.The simplest way to start
out learning the practice of Ashtanga yoga is by personal, led instruction in a classroom. I recommend a sold history in
hatha yoga exercise and familiarity with the essential asanas, including Suyra Namaskara A & Personal insights
commence to manifest. My use of the Sanskrit isn't to show off my linguistic talents, but to emphasize that Ashtanga
Yoga exercises does not utilize the English titles to illustrate their asanas (poses). The Sanskrit brands are actually
greater than a phonetic term. They help you to go deeper into the poses--something understood as you practice.We am
generally sorry to hear people shy from yoga because they believe that they can't perform the pretzel poses or they
worry they have no flexibility. The truth is--yoga, which means means "yoke" or "unite," may be the beautiful unity of
breath and body, of breath and motion. Can you breathe? It is about intention, mindfulness, and movement coupled with



breath. And David Swenson makes that perfectly apparent in his book.Swenson starts the reserve by defining the eight
limbs of yoga: (and in cases like this I'll give English conditions for understanding) ethical disciplines (yama), self-
observation (niyama), position (asana), breath control (pranayama), sense withdrawal (pratyahara), concentration
(dharana), meditation (dhyana), and state of joy and peace (samadhi). The practice of Ashtanaga noursihes the eight-
limbs. Best home practice guide We am pursuing ashtanga yoga quite seriously, which is the only book away there that
is really helpful simply because a self-guide when you wish to practice on your own.B (Sun Salutations), Ado Mukha
Svanasana, Urdhva Mukha Svanasana, (Downward and Upward-facing Pup), Virabhadrasana (I-III), Trikonasana, among
others of the standard and oft-used asanas. We notice what we put in our bodies and how we connect to the world all
around us." This is just a small portion of the text message. He wears the microphone, and the sound gets buried each
time he bends or dips his mind, and the one-camera action is definitely limiting to a three-dimensional practice.!The
page by page illustrations of the practice likewise incorporate ways to adjust asanas as a beginner or even a novice
while you are working to head to go much deeper and deeper into each pose.. yoga isn't about twisting yourself into a
pretzel. When you can, then you can do yoga. I like how David includes lots and lots of easy modifications for every pose
which is usually very useful if you’re a beginner and feel just like the practice is normally inaccessible to you. it is
obvious that Swenson practices the entire regimen six times/week. According to Swenson, if one methods the advanced
series minus the proper breathing, then one is just doing gymnastics, i. You'll find nothing in the practice that Swenson
leaves out. These illustrations are so useful and available that I doubt you will ever end up being stuck or baffled. His
text is clear and specific, and not with out a touch of wit and wisdom, without the pious or rigid superiority. book for my
yoga exercises teacher training since it was recommended because the "bible of Ashtanga yoga exercises" that i can
.Next, Swenson teaches Ujjayi breathing (oceanic or warrior breathing), the foundation of Ashtanga physical practice, in
a straightforward and straightforward manner. That is one case where I would definitely recommend the publication
because the superlative teaching device over a Dvd movie demonstration. Great for all levels including complete
beginners I have a whole lot of Ashtanga yoga books but up to now this is the best one.. It offers clear, in depth analysis
of each pose. B, the Position Sequence, Main, and Finishing Sequence.As a bonus, he includes short forms for the busy
practitioner (or in case you are short promptly) and the Intermediate Series in photos. A purist may balk at the
abbreviated series, but Swenson is as pragmatic as he's mindful. David Swenson communicates Ashtanga Yoga
beautifully, in a manner that provides the layman to the practice, and he understands that occasionally East meets West
in innovative ways. However, he is no short-lower artist; He explains vinyasa, that is linking one asana to another via the
marriage of breath and movement, and something of the unique areas of Ashtanga practice. Five Stars Comprehensive
manual with great pictures and choices for every pose.Namaste Perfect for me Being not used to Ashtanga and a
certified perfectionist, I appreciate just how organized this book is normally. Though no publication or DVD is an
adequate replacement for instruction by a true Ashtanga Yoga exercises instructor, this book is the best resource I
could find. This combined with David Swenson's DVD is probably one of the best if not the very best combos ever
assembled.The spiral-bound pages are user-friendly and the thick, high-quality paper is solid and substantial.He teaches
about the Bhandas, the locks of the body--defining and teaching technique so that you can practice with intention and
technical correctness. It’s my number 1 book to go to when I have a problem with a pose.- In addition to the full photos
of the aforementioned, you get step-by-step procedures and transitions, along with guidelines on what things to work on
while you are in the position. It’s a great book and I think every person who methods Ashtanga or just thinks about
beginning to practice must have it handy! Good reading for instructor training. YTT 200 hr cert. one of these days I
would actually get around to reading it. Quality Great publication for learning. Great guide It is great instruction for
beginners and not only. Book provides a variations for some of posters that is very helpful. If your aim is to purify your
practice, his book will give you essential guidelines and tools. The postures are broken down nicely, step-by-step and
David offers lots of modification for the newbie and a far more modern method of the series, that i actually like. If you
are looking for a practice manual that targets the asanas, inhales and exhales in each portion of the postures, and will
be offering nice modifications, I recommend this book. Without the proper breathing technique, you are not doing yoga.
Great book and simple to use :-D Five Stars Great manual.. Well done indeed.
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